
Case Study

Fun ArenA – BeSpoke entrAnCe 
to 12,000 m² For Fun And SportS!

Germany’s most up to date fitness, trend sports and indoor family 
centre, Fun Arena, just north of Hamburg, in Henstedt-ulzburg. 
the enormous FunArena hall includes everything imaginable related 
to sports and amusement. the 12,000 m² area is distributed over 
three floors.

At the heart of the complex is the 3,000 m² Fun World. this inclu-
des one of the main attractions, Canal play, a 400 m² water world, 
which will delight nymphs and water babies of all sizes, with water 
slides, log rides and other fun things. 

In addition, there is europe’s largest playground, with jungle gyms, 
swings and slides spread over 1,500 m², while adults are well at-
tended to with everything from mini-golf to in-line hockey.

the sensational event World is particularly attractive for the more 
sport-minded visitor. It is centred on an electro-kart race course. 
this is where fans of high-speed engines can compete again each 
other on a demanding track-in total safety and with zero emissions. 

In addition, the event World offers indoor soccer and a high rope 
course. to round off the comprehensive range of the complex, the 
Fitness and Wellness World offers the latest in athletic equipment, 
a swimming pool and a number of saunas. this is also where a res-
taurant takes care of the culinary needs of the Fun Arena’s guests.

A royal prestige tALL revolving door provides access to this huge 
complex. the diameter and height excellent fits in the facade. 
the door is equipped with collapsible wings for emergency exit 
purposes and a canopy heater to prevent cold air coming in to the 
building. A rainwater drain is included in the facade, so the water is 
able to drain away from the roof.

Summary
Project Fun Arena 
Client FTT Fertigteil Techniek GmbH
Location Henstedt-Ulzburg, Germany
Architect 
Contractor 
Entrance 1x Royal Prestige TALL Revolving Doors;  
 model RP 3500 AYN TALL MCW
Dimensions: Ø 3500 mm, height 3500 mm
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making an entrance 


